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KAFL Insurance Resources Becomes Newest ICON Affiliate
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News Direct

One of the largest brokerage general agencies in the

northeast selects AmeriLife and AIMCOR Group joint

venture to accelerate its growth and expand distribution

PAOLI, Penn. and CLEARWATER, Fla. --News Direct--

AmeriLife

AIMCOR Consolidated LLC (“ICON”), a joint venture between

AIMCOR Group, LLC (“AIMCOR”) and AmeriLife Group, LLC

(“AmeriLife”), announced today that it has acquired KAFL

Insurance Resources (“KAFL”), one of the largest brokerage

general agencies (BGAs) in the northeast. Per the agreement,

terms of the deal were not disclosed.

“As the dynamics of insurance brokerage evolve, today’s

value proposition needs to include more services and

resonate with the non-traditional insurance advisor,” said

Peter Skelton, corporate advisor of KAFL Insurance

Resources. “As we looked to find the right strategic partner

to enhance technology and expand distribution access, ICON

stood out as the ideal partner, aligned with our core values

of Innovation, Collaboration, Integrity and Respect. Simply

put, ICON has a different message and different value than

what we found in the market and KAFL is proud to become

an ICON affiliate.”
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Founded in 1991 in Rochester, N.Y., KAFL’s national sales and

service teams specialize in partnering with financial

professionals, agents and affiliates to provide agency,

business consulting, marketing and new business support

services for a variety of products, including underwritten life,

disability, long term care, annuities, employee benefits and

other senior market products.

As part of ICON, KAFL will continue to be a leading AIMCOR

member and become ICON’s primary hub for central

solutions and services, helping to support the growth of its

fellow ICON affiliates and expand access to underwritten life

products across AmeriLife’s distribution channels. With the

closing of this deal, Peter Skelton and Lorrie Gibbons will

become principals in ICON and part of its corporate senior

leadership team while continuing to oversee KAFL’s affiliated

locations.
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People Are Sharing Things That Have Gotten Way

Worse Over The Years, And I Definitely Agree With

A L Of Th"It used to be really good quality, and they'd advertise how it

was made with only a few natural ingredients. Now most of

their stuff is 'frozen dairy desserts' because they can't legal…
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Netflix Reports Earnings Today. Here’s What You

Need to Know.
It will be the streaming giant's first earnings call without

founder Reed Hastings, who is now executive chairman.
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